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Num erical reservoir sim ulation is a tool often used by petroleum  
engineers in reservoir m anagement and optim ization. Many numerical 
solu tion  m ethods exist. H istorically, the im plicit pressure, explicit 
saturation solution m ethod (IMPES) has been the standard for black oil 
sim ulation.
An alternative solution m ethod (HOPSIM) has been developed and 
preliminary evaluation performed. HOPSIM utilizes an iterative, split 
operator, alternating block solu tion  technique. HOPSIM has been  
demonstrated to duplicate IMPES results for a variety of reservoir water 
flood problems, while running significantly faster on large models.
Favorable comparison of HOPSIM to alternative solution m ethods 
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N ea rly  every  major p etro leu m  reservoir  m an agem en t and  
optim ization decision m ade in the world today is based at least in part 
upon the results of numerical reservoir sim ulation. In the past thirty 
years, numerical simulation (or m odeling) has steadily displaced analytical 
techniques in this role as the primary tool of the reservoir engineer. In 
essence, numerical sim ulation sim ply involves the application of finite 
difference so lu tion  techniques to the partial d ifferential equations 
governing the flow  and conservation of reservoir fluids in a system  which  
has been discretized in both space and time. Dozens of different numerical 
m odels have been developed over the years in an effort to more accurately 
and efficiently solve a w ide variety of reservoir problems.
Even w ith modern electronic digital computers, the capability of 
numerical models has been limited by the speed and storage capacities of 
the computer hardware available. This problem is being attacked from two  
directions; first through the developm ent of more efficient solution  
m ethodologies, and second through the developm ent of bigger, faster 
computers. The purpose of this study is the developm ent and preliminary 
testing of a more efficient (both in speed and storage requirement) solution 
m eth o d o lo g y  for m od elin g  tw o d im en sion a l o il-w ater  system s. 
Comparisons have been made to IMPES and point Gauss-Seidel models. 
For this purpose, identical IMPES, Gauss-Seidel, and HOPSIM models were
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constructed, differing only in the m ethod used to so lve the pressure 
equations.
Success in this effort w ill expand the capabilities of the reservoir 
engineer to m odel larger problems on personal computers and the largest 
of problems on the "supercomputers" currently available.
A Digital Equipment Corporation VAX 8600 mainframe computer and 
a 6 MHz 80286 personal computer have been used in this study. All run 
time analysis has been performed on the personal computer. FORTRAN77 
is the programming language used.
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BACKGROUND
Petroleum reservoir simulation is not new. Since the formative years 
of the industry, petroleum engineers have used a variety of techniques to 
predict or "simulate" reservoir performance. Until about 1960, these efforts 
were generally lim ited to analytical techniques ' ' and physical m odels 
w h ich  require gross and sim p listic  assum p tion s about reservoir  
hom ogeneity and geometry. By I960, with the introduction of electronic 
digital computers and the developm ent of finite difference approximations 
as viable solution m ethods for partial differential equations, the modern 
definition of reservoir simulation by numerical m ethods had been w idely  
accepted.
4 5Generally, the works of W est et al , Peaceman and Rachford , and
D ouglas et al^ in the 1950’s are credited as laying the ground work for 
m odern numerical sim ulation. During the 1960’s the primary effort of 
sim ulator developers w as focused upon finding accurate and efficient 
m odel formulations and solution m ethods for three dim ensional, three 
phase systems.
The m odel formulations developed can be generally categorized as 
either explicit or implicit. Both formulations are used to project new (n+1) 
time level pressure and saturation arrays for each phase represented in the 
m odel, given the (n) tim e level values. In an explicit formulation, the 
finite difference equations are expressed at the (n) time level and new  (n+1)
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values calculated one at a time. Explicit formulations can be unstable since 
there is no assurance that the independently calculated (n+1) time level 
values w ill satisfy the finite difference equations from which they were 
projected. In an implicit formulation, the new (n+1) time level values are 
determ ined by sim ultaneous so lu tion  of fin ite difference equations 
expressing (n+1) time level relationships. U nconditional stability is 
assured since the (n+1) time level values inherently satisfy the finite 
difference equations from which they were obtained. A lthough fully  
implicit formulations insure unconditional stability, the cost in both speed  
and storage requirement is significant and often prohibitive for problems 
requiring more than a few  hundred grid blocks. This limitation led to the 
developm ent of a variety of hybrid im plicit-explicit form ulations which  
have lower computational requirements than a fully im plicit m odel, with 
varying degrees of sacrifice in solution stability.
The IMPES (im plicit pressure, explicit saturation) form ulation
1 8developed by Sheldon et al and Stone et al in the early 1960's utilizes a 5- 
point operator (Figure 1) and is by far the most commonly used of all black 
oil form ulations. In IMPES, the ind ividual phase, finite difference  
equations are com bined and the unknow n fluid saturation variables 
eliminated, leaving a single, partial difference, pressure equation for each 
grid block. This system  of equations is then solved sim ultaneously to 
obtain a (n+1) time level pressure array (implicit pressure). Given the new  
pressure array, a (n+1) time level saturation array can be calculated
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explicitly from any of the original finite difference equations. A detailed 
derivation of the IMPES form ulation for a two dim ensional, oil-water 
system has been included as Appendix A.
The computational requirements of IMPES can still be prohibitive if
more than a few  thousand grid blocks are used. For this reason, most
modern simulators utilize an iterative, explicit solution m ethod to satisfy
the im plicit formulation. One of the sim plest of these is the point Gauss­
es
S eid el m ethod in which the IMPES pressure form ulation is used, but 
(n+1) time level pressures are calculated one block at a time rather than 
simultaneously. The grid block matrix is sw ept row by row assuming that 
the m ost current pressures in the offset blocks are representative of the 
(n+1) time level. The matrix is resw ept (iterated) until an arbitrarily 
accepted convergence criteria is met, usually a maximum percent change in 
pressure in any block on consecutive iterations. O nce pressure  
convergence has been achieved, the (n+1) time level saturation array can 
be calculated explicitly as in IMPES. The Gauss-Seidel solution method is 
inherently asymmetrical due to its use of most recently updated pressure 
values in each sw eep of the grid block matrix. It can also be very slow  to 
converge.
10In 1964 Saul'yev proposed a symmetrical solution method utilizing 
a split operator. With this method, later named "hopscotch", the grid block 
matrix is divided into two groups represented by the two colors in a chess 
board pattern. One group w ill have (n+1) time level pressures calculated
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using an explicit formulation. Then the remaining group can be calculated
explicitly  but using an im plicit-in-tim e form ulation. The "hopscotch"
11 17method has been further evaluated by Gordon , Gourlay , and Gourlay 
13and McGuire but never considered as an iterative procedure or applied to 
petroleum  reservoir simulation. The "hopscotch" m ethod is the basis of 
this study and will be discussed in detail in the next section.
HOPSIM
This study applies the "hopscotch" method in a block centered, two  
phase (oil-water), tw o dim ensional reservoir simulator nam ed HOPSIM. 
The unique characteristic of the "hopscotch" m ethod sim ply involves  
splitting each time step into tw o half steps (split operator) and dividing the 
model into two groups of alternating grid blocks similar to the alternating 
color pattern of a chess board. During the first half step, new  pressures are 
calculated for one group of blocks explicitly (Equation 1). These new  
pressures are then used in the last half step to calculate the remaining 
blocks' new  pressures, also explicitly , but now  using the im plicit 
form ulation (Equation 2). The tw o block groups are alternated on 
successive time steps resulting in each block's pressure being calculated 
w ith the implicit formulation every other time step. The explicit 5-point 
formulation from Appendix A is,
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and the implicit formulation is,
n+1
pu
n n+1 n n+1 n n
B* • • P* • -« + D* • • P* i ■ + RE* • • P* • Di,j 1x ,j - l+AJi,j 1 i - l /j ^ i , j  1 i,j
n n+1 n n+1 n ' 
+ F* • • Pj . 1 i + H h  *P: •, - R* : 1 , J  l + l / J  b ]  l / J + l  ! / J
n n
-  Et,j) (2)
A m od ifica tion  of the basic "hopscotch" m ethod  has been  
incorporated as a standard feature of HOPSIM. It involves performing a 
fixed number of iterations utilizing the implicit formulation (Equation 2) 
and the "hopscotch" pattern. In essence, the iterative HOPSIM method is 
very similar to the Gauss-Seidel method, except for the sw eep pattern and 
the use of the explicit formulation in the first half of the first iteration with 
HOPSIM. Inclusion of this second phase of the pressure calculation  
significantly improves HOPSIM’s accuracy.
Saturations are then calculated explicitly for all blocks as in IMPES, 
using the follow ing formula.
w h ere
VR = DX • DY • DZ /  5.615 , (4)
and transmissibilities
/DY • DZ\




Twy; j = (0.001127) • (  pY |
Calculation of the coefficient matrix is performed exactly as in an 
IMPES model, using single point upstream values for fluid properties and 
relative perm eabilities. Fluid properties are represented by first order 




fk y  krw  ̂





Bo = Bob • ( l - C o * ( P - P b ) ) (7)
Bw = Bwb • (1 - Cw • (P - Pb)) (8)
= cj)b • (1 + C()> • (P - Pb)) (9)
Co, Cw, C(J), j i w , and |io = Constants
R elative perm eabilities are represented as functions of water  
saturation in a fashion similar to those described by Am yx et a l ^  and 
Honarpour et al .
kro = kroep
1 - Sw - Sor N o  




1 - Srw - Sor
N w
(11 )
These form ula are quite flexib le, w ith  segregated  flow  easily  
represented by setting the exponents (No and N w ) equal to 1.0. Figure 2
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illustrates the segregated flow  relative perm eability curves which were 
used throughout this study.
This is easily and more appropriately replaced by a table look up when  
sufficient data is available. Capillary pressure provides the force which  
establishes residual oil and water saturations (Sor and Swr). This is 
accom plished in HOPSIM by significantly increasing the slope of the 
capillary pressure curve for Sw less than Swr or greater than (1-Sor). In this 
study, the slope outside the m oveable saturation range has been arbitrarily 
increased by a factor of 100,000. The capillary pressure curve used in this 
study is shown in Figure 3.
Currently, HOPSIM incorporates constant depth, grid block size, and 
perm eability. Grid blocks can be rectangular (i.e. DX * DY), and 
perm eability  can be directional (i.e. kx * ky). Porosity is in itially  
h om ogen eou s but is com p ressib le  and w ill vary w ith  pressure. 
Conversion to a fully heterogeneous m odel is trivial but beyond the scope 
of this study.
Source terms (wells) are currently specified at fixed rates, expressed in 
stock tank barrels per day (STBPB) injected or produced. Producing water




and oil rates are determined from the fractional flow  of the producing grid









Q° = QTotal ‘ Qw • (14)
Fixed rate changes can be made at any time.
Time step size can be user specified as constant or graduated in up to 
four increm ents. The num ber of iterations to be perform ed on the 
pressure equation is also user specified. The relationship between solution  
accuracy, time step size and number of pressure iterations w ill be discussed  
in a later section.
HOPSIM has been developed w ith Neum ann "no flow" conditions at 
the outer boundary. This is accom plished  by settin g  boundary  
transm issibilities equal to zero in the field equations (Equations 1 and 2) 
where they w ill be reflected in zero values for the appropriate coefficients 
B, D, F, and H and m odified values for the coefficients E and R.
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STABILITY
The HOPSIM pressure equations are unconditionally stable over two
time steps when no source terms are present. Stability has been evaluated
by conducting a von Neum ann stability analysis of the pressure equations 
17(after Peaceman ), which is included as Appendix B. The resulting error 















As w ith IMPES, source terms create a stability limit. N o effort has 
been m ade to analytically determ ine the stability criteria w hen source 
terms are present. Rather, stability w ith source terms has been empirically 
observed for a variety of problems. The onset of instability is reflected in 
oscillatory behavior of the residual values (defined in the next section). In 
each case a deterioration of solution accuracy has been observed to precede 
actual solution instability.
Accuracy, and associated im plied stability, of the HOPSIM solution  
m ethod has been greatly enhanced by the inclusion of im plicit HOPSIM
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pressure iterations using Equation 2. Optimization of the pressure iterator 
will be discussed further in a later section.
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ACCURACY
Without analytical techniques to test HOPSIM, comparison to accepted 
IMPES m odel results are considered an acceptable test of model accuracy. 
In addition to comparison of production and average pressure predictions, 
three additional accuracy parameters have been defined and used. They are 
oil and water material balance errors (MBEO and MBEW) from A ziz and 
Settari^ , defined by
MBEO = 1 +
OOIP - OIP 
CUMO (16)
MBEW = 1 +
WOIP - WIP 
CUM W (17)







The material balance errors represent the cum ulative error of oil and 
water in place and are closely related to error in average reservoir pressure.
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By com paring MBEO and MBEW of con secu tive  tim e step s, the 
instantaneous m aterial balance errors (IMBEO and IMBEW) can be 
observed. Material balance error is dim ensionless and does not reflect any 
spatial errors. Ideally MBEO and MBEW values should be quite small.
Residual represents the sum  of round off errors and the inaccuracy of 
the solution algorithm. Sum m ing the absolute values of the grid block 
residuals enables this parameter to represent spatial errors. Residual is a 
reflection of solution stability and convergence. Oscillations in residual as 
a function of time are indicative of onset to instability. Stable solutions 
w ith  good convergence exhibit less oscillatory residual behavior w ith  
consistently lower am plitudes w ith time (dam ped oscillations). Ideally, 
residual values should  approach zero. Small residual values do not, 
how ever, guarantee accurate so lu tions and m ust be considered  in 
conjunction w ith other accuracy parameters such as material balance error. 
Residual, as used in this study is measured in stock tank barrels per day.
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PROBLEM SETS
Two problem  sets have been constructed to validate and compare 
HOPSIM to IMPES and the iterative Gauss-Seidel solution m ethods. Both 
problem sets are based upon water flooding the reservoir described in Table 
1 on 40 acre w ell spacing w ith a five spot injection pattern. Symmetry 
elem ent m odels have been constructed to represent both diagonal and 
parallel flow  orientations as shown in Figure 4. Since the HOPSIM, IMPES, 
and Gauss-Seidel m ethods em ployed in this study are block centered, exact 
symmetry elements w ith properly spaced w ells can not be constructed. In 
both m odels, a band, one half grid block dim ension w ide, exists around the 
perimeter. This increases the area of each m odel by 26.6 percent, from 40 
acres to 50.6 acres for the parallel m odel and from 20 acres to 25.3 acres for 
the diagonal model.
Both m odels use a 9 x 9 grid block matrix. Grid block dim ensions are 
116.67 feet square (DX and DY) by 10 feet thick (DZ) for the diagonal model 
and 165.0 feet square by 10 feet thick for the parallel model. The diagonal 
m odel has one injector and one producer. The parallel m odel has two  
injectors and tw o producers. Injection and production rates for all w ells 
are fixed at 50 stock tank barrels per day. For the diagonal m odel, this 
represents 2.75 percent of a grid block’s m oveable saturation per day. The 
equivalent value for the parallel m odel is 1.37 percent.
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Problem Set One is designed to determine whether HOPSIM predicts 
the same production and pressure histories as IMPES. It consists of a series 
of 6000 day water flood runs with mobility ratios (MR) of 0.2, 1.0, 5.0, and
25.0 for both the diagonal and parallel models. Mobility ratio being defined  
as follows:
MR = (krwep • po) /  (kroep • pw) . (19)
Problem Set One is also used to validate the IMPES m odel used  
throughout this study by comparison to the BOSS-AIM m o d e l^  developed  
by Scientific Software - Intercom p, Inc. run in its IMPES m ode. The 
HOPSIM m odel for Problem Set One was run using a single iteration of the 
pressure equations.
Given success at m atching IMPES results w ith  HOPSIM in the first 
problem set, Problem Set Two has been designed to investigate the effect of 
the prev iou sly  described pressure equation iteration schem e on the 
HOPSIM solution. It also compares iteration convergence of HOPSIM and 
the closely  related G auss-Seidel solu tion  m ethod. Problem  Set Two 
consists of 250 day water flood runs using the diagonal m odel described  
above at a mobility ratio of 1.0.
Results from both problem sets are presented in the next section.
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PROBLEM SET RESULTS
Validation of the IMPES simulator used in this study by comparison  
to the BOSS-AIM model has been accomplished. The validation was made 
by running the 1.0 m obility ratio problem from Problem Set One with the 
BOSS-AIM m odel in its IMPES m ode and comparing the results w ith the 
IMPES and HOPSIM m odels developed  in this study. The comparison  
consists of an exam ination of pressure and saturation profiles betw een  
injector and producer after 1000 days for both diagonal and parallel cases. 
Additionally, production rates for the full 6000 day run are compared. An 
average reservoir pressure comparison could not be m ade between IMPES 
and BOSS-AIM due to a difference in definition of average pressure 
between the two models.
The pressure and saturation profiles for all three m odels are 
indistinguishable (Figures 5 - 8 ) .  IMPES and HOPSIM production rates 
differ by no more than 0.5 STBOPD from those obtained w ith BOSS-AIM 
(Figure 9). This comparison is considered to validate the IMPES m odel for 
use in this study.
HOPSIM and IMPES provide virtually identical results for Problem  
Set One. Figures 9 - 1 6  present 6000 day oil production and average 
reservoir pressure predictions Tor both diagonal and parallel m odels at 
m obility ratios of 1.0, 0.2, 5.0, and 25.0 respectively. At no point in any run
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do HOPSIM and IMPES production rates differ by more than 0.5 STBOPD. 
Average reservoir pressures are always within 3.0 PSI for both models.
A lthough this study is not intended to evaluate actual reservoir 
performance, a detailed review  of figures 9, 11, 13, and 15 indicates that 
each m odel is predicting production rates consistent w ith expected results. 
At each m obility ratio investigated, the parallel case experienced water 
production before the diagonal case. Water production is indicated by a 
drop in oil production from 50 STBOPD for the diagonal case and from 100 
STBOPD for the diagonal case. Oil displacem ent is quite efficient and 
production w ells water out quickly once water production has begun at a 
mobility ratio of 0.2. Oil displacement efficiency is reduced and the period 
of tw o phase production extended as m obility ratio is increased. For the
25.0 m obility ratio case, water production begins almost im m ediately and 
oil is still being produced after 6000 days.
A comparison of average reservoir pressures in Figures 10, 12, 14, and 
16 is not as clear. Theoretically, reservoir pressure should be a constant 
1000 PSI for each case, since injected and produced volum es are identical. 
H ow ever, each case exhibited a significant (up to 28 PSI) deviation of 
average reservoir pressure above 1000 PSI during the period of tw o phase 
flow. Although no rigorous analysis of the source of this error has been  
performed, it is believed to be related to the material balance error.
Table 2 compares time step size, maximum oil material balance error 
and final oil material balance error for each run in Problem Set One.
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Material balance errors were less than 0.01 in every case except the 25.0 
m obility  ratio runs w here both HOPSIM and IMPES experienced  
m axim um  MBEO's of approximately 0.02 in the first 250 days. This has 
been attributed to the unrealistic production rate of 50 STBPD at such a 
high  m obility ratio prior to injection pressure support reaching the 
producing wells. N egative producing well block pressures, an "early time" 
drop in average reservoir pressure, and subsequent increase in average 
reservoir pressure and drop of MBEO to less than 0.0024 after water 
breakthrough all seem  to support this theory. In any case, the phenomena  
is clearly not related exclusively to the HOPSIM solution m ethod. Final 
material balance errors are less than 0.00025 in every case. Table 2 also 
presents the time step sizes required to achieve this level of accuracy. With 
a m obility ratio of 0.2, HOPSIM requires a time step 25 times smaller than 
IMPES. In every other case, time step ratios ranging from 5 dow n to 1 were 
sufficient to achieve the same accuracy with HOPSIM as with IMPES.
Results of Problem Set Two demonstrate the significant im provem ent 
of HOPSIM accuracy with the im plicit pressure iterator incorporated. This 
problem  set has been run on the diagonal m odel for 250 days w ith a 
mobility ratio of 1.0.
As a point of reference, the IMPES m odel was run at time step sizes of
0.25, 1.0, 5.0, 10.0, and 25.0 days to determine the maximum time step size 
which provides accurate results. Accuracy has arbitrarily been defined by a 
final reservoir pressure tolerance of 0.25 PSI. Figures 17 and 18 show  the
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IMPES pressure and residual results. From Figure 17, a m axim um  
acceptable tim e step size of 5.0 days has been established for the IMPES 
method. As expected, and show n in Figure 18, the values of residual for 
the direct solution IMPES m ethod are quite small. The maximum residual 
value for IMPES is less than 0.001 STBPD.
N ext, the HOPSIM and Gauss-Seidel m odels were run with time step 
sizes of both 1.0 and 5.0 days and the number of pressure equation  
iterations varied. Figures 19 and 21 present the average reservoir pressure 
results for 1.0 day time steps w ith 6, 11, 16, 21, and 31 iterations. HOPSIM 
exhibits oscillatory behavior w ith 6 iterations, but converges to the IMPES 
solution w ith 16 iterations. G auss-Seidel does not oscillate but is not 
accurate with less than 31 iterations.
Figures 20 and 22 show  the residual values for HOPSIM and Gauss- 
Seidel respectively. Residual values for both HOPSIM and Gauss-Seidel are 
sign ificantly higher than for IMPES, reflecting their iterative, explicit 
m ethodology. The residuals for both m odels decrease as the number of 
iterations is increased. For a fixed number of iterations, the residuals for 
both m odels decrease w ith  tim e. W ith 16 iterations the m axim um  
HOPSIM residual is 0.48 STBPD, and 250 day residual is 0.002 STBPD. 
R egardless of the number of iterations taken, the G auss-Seidel m odel 
experiences very high residuals in the early time steps. With 31 iterations 
the maximum Gauss-Seidel residual is 46.0 STBPD, and 250 day residual is
0.103 STBPD. A lthough this value is much higher than for either IMPES
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or HOPSIM, it is getting smaller w ith  time and does not appear to be a 
serious problem. Figure 23 shows the convergence of residuals at 250 days 
for both m odels as a function of number of iterations.
Figures 24 and 26 present HOPSIM and Gauss-Seidel average reservoir 
pressure results for 5.0 day time steps with 21, 51, 101, and 151 iterations. 
Both HOPSIM and Gauss-Seidel, require at least 101 iterations in order to 
achieve an accurate solution. As time step size is increased, it appears that 
the HOPSIM m odel does not maintain the performance advantage over 
Gauss-Seidel that was observed with 1.0 day time steps.
The residual value results w ith  5.0 day tim e steps are show n in 
Figures 25 and 27. The characteristics of the 5.0 day residual results are very 
similar to those experienced w ith 1.0 day time steps. The m axim um  
residual is 0.82 STBPD for HOPSIM and 61.6 STBPD for Gauss-Seidel, both 
with 101 iterations. The 250 day residual values are 0.002 and 0.104 STBPD 
for HOPSIM and G auss-Seidel, respectively . Figure 28 show s the 
convergence of residuals at 250 days for both m odels w ith 5.0 day time 
steps.
In summary, Problem Set One clearly shows that HOPSIM is a viable 
solution m ethod for a variety of reservoir problem s. Problem Set Two 
confirm s that add ition  of im plic it pressure iterations sign ifican tly  
im proves HOPSIM's performance. HOPSIM is superior to Gauss-Seidel at 




The single m ost significant benefit of the HOPSIM solution m ethod  
may be its speed advantage over IMPES. Although IMPES has been shown  
to be faster than HOPSIM in solving the problem sets previously discussed, 
IMPES is very sensitive to the num ber of grid blocks being m odeled. 
HOPSIM and G auss-Seidel, on the other hand, are com pletely explicit 
solution m ethods and not expected to be sensitive to the number of grid 
blocks.
In order to evaluate relative speeds, run times for various m odel sizes 
have been normalized. This has been accom plished by defining run time 
in terms of seconds per 1000 grid block-time steps (sec/1000 GBTS), where 
grid block-time steps represent the product of the number of grid blocks 
m odeled and the number of time steps taken. The IMPES, HOPSIM, and 
Gauss-Seidel m odels have been run on a 6MHz 80286 personal computer 
for 3 x 3, 6 x 6, 9 x 9, 12 x 12, and 15 x 15 grid block matrices. The HOPSIM 
and G auss-Seidel m odels have been run using both one iteration and 21 
iterations to determine the time cost of iterating.
Results of these speed runs are presented in Table 3 and illustrated in 
Figure 29. As expected, norm alized run tim es for the IMPES m odel 
increase linearly as the number of grid blocks is increased. Norm alized run 
tim es for the HOPSIM and Gauss-Seidel m odels are essentially constant
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and very nearly equal. Gauss-Seidel runs slightly faster than HOPSIM due 
to the simpler programming requirement of its sw eep routine.
Work equations similar to those presented by Price and Coats^O have 
been developed  to represent norm alized run tim es as functions of the 
number of grid blocks (GB) being m odeled and are presented below:
IMPES Run Time = 89 + (1.47 • GB) sec/1000 GBTS , (20)
HOPSIM Run Time (1 iteration) = 67 sec/1000 GBTS , (21)
HOPSIM Run Time (21 iterations) = 185 s e c /1000 GBTS , (22)
Gauss-Seidel Run Time (1 iteration) = 67 s e c /1000 GBTS , (23)
and
Gauss-Seidel Run Time (21 iteration) = 183 s e c /1000 GBTS . (24)
It can be easily observed from either Figure 29 or the work equations 
that both HOPSIM and G auss-Seidel using just one iteration run faster 
than IMPES for all m odel sizes. U sing 21 iterations, HOPSIM and Gauss- 
Seidel run faster than IMPES for m odels with more than approximately 65 
grid blocks.
Based upon equations 21 and 22 the time cost of iterating the HOPSIM 
pressure equation has been calculated to be 5.9 s e c /1000 GBTS for each
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iteration. Similar calculations m ade w ith equations 23 and 24 yield a time 
cost for Gauss-Seidel iterations of 5.8 sec/1000 GBTS. Equations 21 through 
24 can be combined and written in more general forms as follow , where the 
number of iterations is represented by ITS:
HOPSIM Run Time = 61.1 + (5.9 • ITS) sec/1000 GBTS , (25)
and
Gauss-Seidel Run Time = 61.1 + (5.8 • ITS) s e c /1000 GBTS . (26)
Both the HOPSIM and Gauss-Seidel m ethods run faster than IMPES 
for larger m odels, w ith Gauss-Seidel being the fastest by a small margin. 
This is based upon the so lu tion  algorithm s alone and does not take 
accuracy, stability or time step size into account.
A  "real world" comparison of actual run tim es is problem  specific. 
For Problem Set Two above, both HOPSIM and Gauss-Seidel require 101 
iterations to run at the same 5 day time step size as IMPES. For a problem  
like this, HOPSIM is projected to run faster than IMPES for m odels with  
more than 386 grid blocks, and Gauss-Seidel is projected to run faster than 
IMPES for m odels w ith more than 380 grid blocks.
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STORAGE
A second  advantage of the HOPSIM m ethod over IMPES is a 
sign ificant reduction in com puter m em ory requirem ent. Figure 30 
presents comparative storage requirements for IMPES, HOPSIM and Gauss- 
Seidel based upon correlations developed by Coulter-^. Both HOPSIM and 
G auss-Seidel m odels require only about one-half the core m em ory of 
IMPES for a m odel w ith 500 grid blocks. The Gauss-Seidel requirement 
being slightly less than for HOPSIM. As model size increases the advantage 
of HOPSIM and Gauss-Seidel over IMPES also increases.
The effect of memory requirements will likely be m ost apparent when  
m odelin g  on personal com puters. Clever program m ing that utilizes  
remote storage (disk or tape) to lower core mem ory requirements can do so 
only at the expense of increased run time.
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CONCLUSIONS
The follow ing conclusions have been reached as a result of this work.
1. HOPSIM is a stable alternative to IMPES for tw o dim ensional, oil- 
water systems.
2. A ddition of a pressure equation iteration schem e significantly  
improves the performance of HOPSIM.
3. The HOPSIM solution m ethod runs faster than IMPES for m odels 
with more than about 400 grid blocks.
4. The HOPSIM solu tion  m ethod outperform s the G auss-Seidel 
method for small time step sizes (1 day) but loses its advantage as 
time step size is increased to 5 days.
5. HOPSIM has sign ificantly  low er m em ory requirem ents than 
IMPES. The HOPSIM advantage is a factor of two for a 500 grid 
block m odel and increases w ith m odel size. HOPSIM memory 




The follow ing recommendations for further study are made as a result 
of this work.
1. Autom atic iteration convergence criteria for pressure, saturation, 
material balance error, and residual should be incorporated into 
the HOPSIM model.
2. A dditional evaluations should  be m ade on three dim ensional 
m odels.
3. M odified HOPSIM m ethods, including point and line successive  
overrelaxation, should be evaluated and compared to standard  
point and line successive overrelaxation m ethods as w ell as to 
IMPES and Gauss-Seidel.
4. The effects of anisotropy and heterogeneity of reservoir parameters 
should be investigated.
5. The HOPSIM program  should be vectorized to take m axim um  
advantage of high speed  "supercomputers", since the HOPSIM  
algorithm appears highly amenable to this technique.
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6. A more flexible w ell m odel and a third phase (gas) should be added 
to the HOPSIM  m od el if the resu lts o f the p rev io u s  
recomm endations are encouraging.
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B, D, E, F, H , R, and RE
NOMENCLATURE
- Coefficients in pressure equation
Bo
Reservoir Vol. 
- Oil formation volum e factor, gpp y Qj
Bw
Reservoir V
- Water formation volum e factor, g^p y Qj
Co - Oil compressibility, psi'*
Cw - Water compressibility, psi'^
C()> - Porosity compressibility, psi'^
CUMO - Cum ulative oil, STBO
CUM W - Cum ulative water, STBW
DT - Time step size, Days
DX - i direction grid block length, feet
DY - j direction grid block length, feet
DZ - Grid block thickness, feet
GB - Grid blocks
GBTS - Grid block time steps
IMAX - Number of grid blocks in i direction
JMAX - Number of grid blocks in j direction
kro - Oil relative permeability
kroep - Oil relative permeability end point value
krw - Water relative permeability
krwep - Water relative permeability end point value
kx - i direction absolute permeability, mD
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ky - j direction absolute permeability, mD
MBEO - Oil material balance error
MBEW - Water material balance error
M R - M obility ratio
N o - Oil relative permeability exponent
N w - Water relative permeability exponent
OIP - Oil in place, STBO
OOIP - Oil originally in place, STBO
P and Pw - Water pressure, PSI A
Pc - Capillary pressure, PSIA
Po - Oil pressure, PSIA
Qo - Oil production rate, STBOPD
Qw - Water injection and production rate, STBWPD
QTotal - Total injection and production rate, STBPD
So - Oil saturation, fraction
Sor - Residual oil saturation, fraction
Sw - Water saturation, fraction
Swr - Residual water saturation, fraction
Tox - i direction oil transmissibility
Toy - j direction oil transmissibility
Twx - i direction water transmissibility
Twy - j direction water transmissibility
VR - Grid block bulk volum e, Bbls.
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WIP - Water in place, STBW
WOIP - Water originally in place, STBW
Bw
a  - Formation volum e factor ratio,
£ - Stability error
£ - Stability error amplification factor
0 - Porosity, fraction
po - Oil viscosity, cp
|iw  - Water viscosity, cp
X and y - Dum m y variables
Superscripts and Subscripts
b - Subscript denoting base
i and j - Subscript denoting five point operator
grid block location 
n - Superscript denoting current time level
n+1 - Superscript denoting next time level
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i direction (kx) 100 m D
j direction (ky) 100 m D
Relative Permeabilities
Oil End Point (kroep) 0.8
Water End Point (krwep) 0.08
Oil Exponent (No) 1.00
Water Exponent (Nw) 1.00





Oil (Co) 10 x 10'6 psi'1
Water (Cw) 3 x 10"  ̂ psi'^
Porosity (Cb) 4 x 10"  ̂ psi-!
Base Pressure 1000 psia
Initial Reservoir Pressure 1000 psia





Oil (jio ) 2,10 ,50 , 250, cp
Water (pw) 1.00 cp
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TABLE 2




























































25.0 Diagonal IMPES 1.00
25.0 Diagonal HOPSIM 0.20
25.0 Parallel IMPES 1.00
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Figure 5: Pressure Profile














Figure 6: Saturation Profile


















Figure 7: Pressure Profile














Figure 8: Saturation Profile


















































































Figure 9: Production Rate vs. Time
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Figure 10: Average Reservoir Pressure vs. Time



















































Figure 11: Production Rate vs. Time
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Figure 12: Average Reservoir Pressure vs. Time























































Figure 13: Production Rate vs. Time































Figure 14: Average Reservoir Pressure vs. Time
Mobility Ratio = 5.0
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Figure 15: Production Rate vs. Time


















































































Figure 16: Average Reservoir Pressure vs. Time
Mobility Ratio = 25.0
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Figure 19: Average Reservoir Pressure vs. Time
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Figure 20: Residual vs. Time








































































Figure 21: Average Reservoir Pressure vs. Time
Gauss-Seidel, DT= 1.0 Day
Figure 22: Residual vs. Time























Figure 23: Residual vs. Iterations






























































Figure 24: Average Reservoir Pressure vs. Time































Figure 25: Residual vs. Time
HOPSIM, DT = 5.0 Days
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Figure 26: Average Reservoir Pressure vs. Time


































Figure 27: Residual vs. Time














































Figure 28: Residual vs. I ter a tic -s
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Figure 30: Storage Requirement vs. Grid Blocks
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APPENDIX A - IMPES DERIVATION
Starting with the differential equations describing fluid flow  for both 
water and oil:
SX
f 5P w \ 5 ( 5PwA 5 (<t>»Sŵ  
Awx • _ , • + A w v •













A w y = (0.006328)
Aox = (0.006328) '
Aoy = (0.006328) '
/kx « krw^











The left sides of equations A -l and A-2 represent the transport of matter 
and the right sides represent the accumulation of matter.
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N ow  discretize equations A -l and A-2 assuming DX and DY are 
constant
fAwx; .1 A 1 2 /J
DX2
fA w y y + 1 )  
DY2
• (Pwi+i,j - Pwi,j ) - 
* (pwi,j+l  * PWi/j)
( A W X :  1  A2 /J
DX2
DY2
* (Pwi,j - Pwi-l,j) 
(Pwi,j _ ^ w ij- i)
<̂|>• SwY1"1"! f<|>« SwY1
LV Bw Bwv y -* DT '
and
yAoxi+l p





(̂j) • SoY+1 (§ • SoY1
 2'J
v 0 x 2  y
• (Poj j - PoM  j)
v DYZ y
•  (P ojj - POj
v B o  y Bo DT *
M ultiplying both sides of equations A-7 and A-8 by







Twx = Aw x • | — j^;— J /  5.615 , (A-10)
/DX • DZ\
Twy = A w y • f— — ] /  5.615 , (A -ll)
/DY • D Z\
Tox = Aox • (— ^ — J /  5.615 , (A-12)
and
Toy = Aoy
DX • DZ 
DY /  5.615 (A-13)
results in
T WXi+ l j  •  (Pwi+1/j - Pwy) - T w X j.I  j •  (Pwy - P w ^ j)
+ Twyi,j+ | • <Pw i,j+l - Pwi,j) - Twyi,]4 • (PwM ■ Pwi/j- l)
VR
DT
§ • SwY1* !  (§ • SwY1




Toxi+i) * <Poi-hl,j - Poi,j) - Toxi-j,j # (p°i,j - Poi-l,j)
+ T ° y i , ) + \  •  ( P o i / j+ i  - P o i/j) • T ° y i j 4 # (P o M "
VR
DT
(j) • S o ^ + 1  (§ • SoY1
Bo Bo y
N ow  define the A operator as:
<(> • (§ • SYi+i (ij> • s v
B v B y
A consistent expansion of A - l6 results in
^  (<j) V + iAi
v B y vBy
AtS + Sn • At
vBy
A pplying equations A-16 and A - l7 to equations A-14 and A-15 and 
recognizing that






A(.So = -AjSw , (A -19)
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and adding source terms Q w and Qo results in
Tw xi+1 j • (Pwi+1/j - Pwj j) - T w xj.lj • (PWl/j - PwM/j) + Twyi/j+I 








Toxi+ y  * (Poi+ l,j - Poi,j> - Toxi- li  * (Poi/j ' Poi-l,j)
+ Toyi,j+j * (Poi,j+i - Poi,j> - T°y i,j4  (Poi/j ■ Poi,j-i) + Qoi,j
• AtSw  + (1 - Sw n) • At  ̂ _ .
VR
DT (A-21)
M ultiplying A-20 by
a
n + l  




and adding it to A-21, while recognizing that
Po = Pw + Pc , (A-23)
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f n + l A
«i,j Twxi+ ij  + Toxi+ |,j • (pw i+i,j - Pw i,j)
( n + l 's
a i,j Twxi-i] + Toxi- ij  * i/j ' Pwi- l /j)
+ j a ^  T w yi/j+l  + Toyi/j+iJ • (Pwi/j+1 - P w y )
f n + l 'N
ai,i Twyi,i-l+ * (Pwi/j- Pwm-i>
VR
[ • AtSw  + a n+ l  • Sw n • At
L +  l
“ DT 
+ ( l  - Sw n) • At
<i> W  <i>
Bw Bo
\n + l
( - ( a n+1 Q w + Q o )^  - [ T° xi+T j 
• (Pci+ij ■ Pcij) " Toxj_I j * ^ ci,j ’ Bci-l,p
+ ^■ °y i /) + \  ^ c i , j+ l  “ B ci ,p  " ^ c i,j ” *
N ow  let
n + l




D i,j = a i,j Twxi-ij  + Toxi- i)  ' (A-26)
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n + l
Fbj =  ai,j Twxi+ ij + Toxi+ ij (A-2 7)
n+l
H ij = a i,j Twy i,j+ i+ T° y i , j + | ' (A-28)
Ei,j = — (B + D + F + H )j j , (A-29)
and
RM = [  Poxi+2,j • (Pci+1j  - Pcj j) - Toxj.l j • (Pc^j - Pcj_i j) 
+ T°y i,j+ | • (Pq^+i - Pci,j) - T° y i , j 4 # (PcM ' Pci,j-i}
+ (an+1 Q w  + Qo). .1 ,i/j j (A-30)
resulting in
Bi,j Pwi,j-i + Di,j Pwi-i,j + Ei,j Pw i,j + Fi,j P w i+i,j + Hi,j Pwi,j+i
= R; ; +
VR ( d)  ̂ ( d> ^a n + l • Sw n • At + (1 - Swn) • At
v J
(A-31)
N ow  it can be show n that
§ \n + l
vB w y
Bw
Pw n+1 - Pw n






 ̂0  Y1
Bo
PQn + l .  p Qn
(Pon+ l - p0n) . (A-33)
T hen
5 (
\B WJ 5Pw V







(Pon+1 - Pon ) (A-35)
Using the quotient rule to differientiate in A-34 and A-35 and defining
Bw = Bw^ • (1 - Cw • (Pw - P ,̂)) , (A-36)
Bo = Bo^ • (1 - Co • (Po - P^)) , (A-37)
and






(f)̂  • C(J) • Bw + Bw|j • Cw • (J) 
Bw2
(Pwn+1 - Pw n) ,
and
 ̂ \  c{>b • C(j) • Bo + Bo^ • Co • <|>
vBoy BoJ
(Pon+1 - Pon) .
A ssum ing that 
Bw = Bw^ ,
Bo = Bô -, ,
<l> = <t>b '
and











C(j) + Cw  
v Bw y





C<}> + Co 
Bo (Pwn+  ̂ - Pwn)
Substituting A-45 and A-46 into A-31 leads to:
B; : # Pw; :_1 + D; \ # pw . „ . + E; : • Pw; \ l'} bj-l M AWi-l,j bj 1,J
-  Ri,j +
+ F y  • Pw  
VR • <|>
DT Sw n
+ ; • Pw,-
Ĉ(j) + Cw
I,j A ” i+l/j ^ ^i/j ’ r w i,j+l
V Bo
+ (1 - Sw n)
Cd + Co 
Bo"
 ̂ , n + l n
*(PW: : -PWj :) ,n l')
then
Bi,j • Pw i,j-i + Di#]- • Pwi - i , j + Eij  • Pwi,j 
+ Fy • Pwi+1#j + H y  P w y +1
VR*<|> 
Ri,j + DT *
C(j)+Swn • C w + (l-S w n) • Co 
Bo
nn + l 










C<{> + Swn#Cw + (1 - Swn)*Co 
Bo (A-49)
yields
Bi,j *Pw i,j-i + Di,j *Pw i-l,j + c i,j *P w i,j




= Ri , j +R Ei,j *(pw i!j+ - pw Cj) • (A-50)
The coefficients B, D, E, F, H, R and RE are all defined at time n.
A ssum ing that
a n + l = a n  ̂ (A-51)
then a  can be defined at time n. Letting Pw equal P, equation A-50 can then 
be expressed in the implicit pressure formulation:
n n + l n n + l n n + l n n + l n n + l
Bi,j #Pi,j-l + Di,j #Pi-l,j +Ei,j #Pi,j + Fi,j #Pi+ l,j + #PLj + l
n n n + l n
= R: : + REn  •(Pi i -P H) (A-52)
A'J A'J A'J A'J
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leading to
n n + l n n + l n n '
Bi,j #Pi,j-l + Di,j #Pi-l,j + REi,j #Pi,j
n + l
PM "
n n + l n n + l n
+ Fi,j #Pi+ l,j + Hi,j #Pi,j+ l ' Ri,j
( n n  ̂
REi,j " Ei,j
J
and in the explicit pressure formulation:
n n  n n  n n  n n  n n
R. . «p . . - -I- F). • «p . -t • +  E* • #P- • +  F- • -t • +  FL • *P- • 1 
D 1,J 1 ,3 -1  +  U 1,J  1 1 - 1 ,J  +  % )  1,J +  r i , j  1 + 1 , J  1,3 +  1
n n n + l n
\ i + REi r (pi,i - V
leading to
n n n n n n n
Bi,j * Pi,j-1 + Di/j * Pi-l,j + (Ei,j + REi,j> * Pi,j
n + l
Pi,j =
n n n n n














(  n n \
VRi,j * f i j  * Swi,j
LV
DT • Bw: •
n
+ Twx. 1 .
1 +  2 / j
J
n, n + l  n + l n ^ n + 1  n + L
( p i + i j  -  p i j  > -  T w x i - i j  *  < p i , j  -  p i - i j > +  T w y i , j + |
n + l n + l 11 n + l n + l n
(pi,j+l - Pi,j ) - T w y y -I  * (Pi,j - Pi,j-1) + Qwi,j (A-56)
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APPENDIX B - HOPSIM  STABILITY ANALYSIS
A computation m ethod will be called stable if the effect of an error
made in one stage is not magnified by further computations. Assum ing  
that an error perturbation, 8, satisfies the finite difference equation being 
evaluated, stability will be assured if the absolute value of the amplification 
factor, £, is less than or equal to 1.0. The error and amplification factor 
being defined by
.ynDT e+ T \ iD X  eVTXjDY (B-l)
and
n + l 
£• :
'̂/j " n 
£;
(B-2)
where y and X are undefined "dummy" variables.
For the split operator HOPSIM method the product of the 
amplification factors for both the explicit and implicit pressure 
formulations w ill define the overall amplification factor for the method:
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^HOPSIM = ^Explicit * Clmplicit . (B-3)
n + l
The error, £• • , for the explicit HOPSIM formulation can then be 
X'J
expressed as:
n + l s B \ n n
ei,j “ [ H j ,e i , H + (R E j, e i-l,j
/-4B \  n ■ /  B \  n /  B \  n . .
+ ( r e + 1J ,£i,j + ( r I / S + I j  + [ l E / ^ j + l  ' (B"4)
assum ing that the finite difference coefficients B, D, F and H are equal and 
represented by B. Further assuming that DX equals DY equals h, and using 
equation B-l to represent the n+ l error in Fourier series form results in
ey(n+l)D T e f̂̂ l~7dh-eyf T̂Xjh
_ ^JL^gynDT eV-l~^(j-l)h +eV -l”̂ (i-l)h eV^l~Xjh.
eV -l~\jh + eV-T"^iheV^d~^(j+l)h]




Dividing by j (B-l) and applying B-2 leads to
^Explicit = ( j ^ ) * [ 2e' ^ Xh + 2 e ^ Xh]  + ( l  - 1 § ) (B-6)
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Since
p/^lA h _ cos + sin Ah) , (B-7)
equation B-6 can be expressed as
fy g
^Explicit = ( r e  )#[cos + V-i~sin(-Xh) + cos A h) + V -l~sinA h)]
,  -J
, 4B + 1-RE • (B-8)
Then, w ith trigonometric simplification:





^Explicit = - • [ l  " cos A h)] + 1RE
(B-10)
A pplying the half angle rule results in







Following a similar procedure for the implicit HOPSIM formulation, 
the error can be expressed as:
n + l n + l n n + l n + l
+ Bei - i , j + REei , j + Bei+ i , j + Bei,j+i
n + l
8i,j = RE + 4B ' (B-12)
or
n + l B
RE + 4B
( n + l n + l n + l n + l \
£i,j-l + e i-l,j + £i+ l,j + £i,j+ l
RE  ̂ n
+ Ire + 4BJ ’ • (B-13)
Rewriting in Fourier series form results in
,y(n+l)DT esTT Xih eV T  Xjh = ey(n+ l)D T )
.  Wh eV T M H )h + eV-l~Mi-l)h e /̂-T~ ?ijh 
h eV-l /.(i+l)heV-l Xjh + gV-l” Xih eV“l Mj+l )h J
h [RERf 4B) e7nP T e^ ~  W he ^ ~  XJh . (B-14)
n
Dividing by j (B-l) and applying equation B-2 leads to
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Clmplidt = fR lT 4 B l * ^  + 2e~fT X h )
RE
+ RE + 4B  ' (B'15)
But, since
C = e'irDT (B-l 6 )
can be readily seen from equations B-l and B-2, equation B-15 can be 
replaced by
Clmplidt = [ r e^ 4b)* im plicit* ( e ^  Xh + ^h)
RE
+ RE + 4B ' (S-17)
Applying trigonometric relationships, as in the explicit analysis, leads to
4B \  RE
^Implicit = ( r e  + 4B )*Clmplidt * cos(A,h) + r e  + 4 B * (B-18)
Algebraic manipulation results in
RE 
RE + 4B
^Implicit -  4 ^ / (B-19)









Clmplidt = re + 4B [ i - Cosah)] ' (B-21)







H aving now  derived the amplification factors for both the explicit (B- 
11) and implicit (B-22) HOPSIM formulations, the overall amplification  
factor can be written as:
Ch o p s i m  =
8B 
1 'R E  * sin ~2 ~
8B 




Since RE, B and sm
a h '
l 2 ^
are all positive at all times, ^HOPSIM can
be described as the difference between two positive numbers divided by 
their sum. It is intuitively obvious then, that
Ch o p s i m <1 . (B-24)
which defines stability.
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APPENDIX C - HOPSIM PROGRAM LISTING
C HOPSIM, A 2-D 2-P MODEL USING THE HOPSCOTCH METHOD
C WRITTEN BY DANIEL H. DYE SUMMER, 1989
C INPUT DATA FROM FOR001.DAT
C *****READ FIRST LINE*****
C TSS = TIME STEP SELECTOR
C 1 = FIXED
C 2 = GRADUATED
C ITMAX = NUMBER OF PRESSURE ITERATIONS
C *****READ ONE LINE*****
C DTI = FIRST DT
C NT1 = NUMBER OF TS AT DTI
C DT2 = SECOND DT
C NT2 = NUMBER OF TS AT DT2
C DT3 = THIRD DT
C NT3 = NUMBER OF TS AT DT3
C *****READ NEXT LINE*****
C DX = BLOCK LENGTH X DIRECTION (REAL,FT)
C IMAX = BLOCKS IN X DIRECTION (INTEGER)
C DY = BLOCK LENGTH Y DIRECTION (REAL,FT)
C JMAX = BLOCKS IN Y DIRECTION (INTEGER)
C DZ = THICKNESS (REAL,FT)
C DT = TIME STEP (REAL,DAYS)
C NMAX = NUMBER OF TIME STEPS (INTEGER)
C RITE = TIME STEPS PER OUTPUT (INTEGER)
C M NUMBER OF WELLS (INTEGER)
C PT = NUMBER OF RATE CHANGES (INTEGER)
C *****r e a D NEXT LINE*****
C PERMX = X DIR. PERMEABILITY (REAL,MD)
C PERMY = Y DIR. PERMEABILITY (REAL,MD)
C KROEP = OIL REL. PERM. END POINT (REAL)
C KRWEP = WATER REL. PERM. END POINT (REAL)
C SOR = RESIDUAL OIL SATURATION (REAL,FRACTION)
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c SWR = RESIDUAL WATER SATURATION (REAL,FRACTION)c NO  = OIL REL. PERM. EXPONENT (REAL)c NW  = WATER REL. PERM. EXPONENT (REAL)c SWI = INITIAL WATER SATURATION (REAL,FRACTION)
c *****r e a d  n e x t  l i n e *****c PHIB = POROSITY, BASE (REAL,FRACTION)c BWB = WATER FORMATION VOLUME FACTOR, BASE (REAL)c BOB = OIL FORMATION VOLUME FACTOR, BASE (REAL)c CO = OIL COMPRES. (REAL,/PSI)c CW = WATER COMPRES. (REAL,/PSI)c CPHI = POROSITY COMPRES. (REAL,/PSI)c VISO = OIL VISCOSITY (REAL,CP)c VISW = WATER VISCOSITY (REAL,CP)c PINIT = INITIAL RESERVOIR PRESSURE (REAL,PSI)c PB = BASE PRESSURE (REAL,PSI)
c *****READ PT SETS OF M + 1 LINES*****
c *****r e a d  o n e  l i n e *****c T(PT) = TIME OF RATE CHANGE
c *****READ M LINES*****c Q(M,PT) = WELL M PRODUCTION RATE
+ (REAL,STBOPD,-PROD,+INJ)c BEGINNING AT TIME T(PT)c IQ(M) = WELL M LOCATION, X DIRECTION BLOCK NUMBER
+ (INTEGER)c JQ(M) = WELL M LOCATION, Y DIRECTION BLOCK NUMBER
+ (INTEGER)
c *****OUTPUT WRITTEN TO FOR010.DAT*****
DIMENSION IQ(4),JQ(4)/II(40)
DOUBLE PRECISION B(40,40),D(40,40),QT(40,40,5) 
DOUBLE PRECISION E(40,40),F(40,40),H(40,40) 
DOUBLE PRECISION QHAT(40,40),SW(40,40) 










N O ^ W ^ R O E P ^ R W E P ^ O ^ W ^ O B ^ W B ^ B E R W ^ B E R O ^ R  
REAL MBEROO,MBERWO,IMBERO,IMBERW





C *****READ IN MODEL PARAMETERS*****
READ(IIN,*)TSS,ITMAX
REA D(IIN,*)DT1 ,NT1 ,DT2,NT2,DT3,NT3
READ(HN,*)DX,IMAX,DY,JMAX,DZ,DT,NMAX,RITE,M,PT
R EA D dIN /*)PERMX/PERMY,KROEP/KRWEP,SOR,SWR,NO/N W /S
W I
READdlN.UPHIB^W B^OB^O^W ^PHLVISO^ISW ^INIT^B
C *****INITIALIZE*****
XKRO = KROEP/(l-SWR-SOR)**NO  
XKRW = KRWEP/(l-SWR-SOR)**NW  
XK = 0.001127 * PERMX*DY*DZ/DX 
YK = 0.001127 * PERMY*DX*DZ/DY 
VR = DX*DY*DZ/5.615 
XI = 2 /  (1-SWR-SOR)
X2 = 2*(1 + (SWR-0.1)/(1-SWR-SOR))
STOOIP = VR*IMAX*JMAX*PHIB*(1-SWI) /  BOB 
STWOIP = VR*IM AX*JM AX*PHIB*S WI /  BWB
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OOIP = STOOIP /  1000
WOIP = STWOIP /  1000
MR = (KRWEP/ VISW) /  (KROEP /  VISO)
T1 = DTI * NT1 
T2 = T1 + DT2 * NT2 
T3 = T2 + DT3 * NT3 
DT4 = DT
DO 1 I=1,IMAX 
IKI) = I
DO 1 J=1 JMAX  
SW(IJ) = SWI 
P(IJ) = PINIT 
POLD(IJ) = PINIT
PHI(IJ) = PHIB * (1 + CPHI * (P(IJ)-PB))
BW(IJ) = BWB * (1 - CW * (P(I,J) - PB))
BO(IJ) = BOB*(l-CO*(P(I,J)-PB))
1 CONTINUE
C *****READ i n  p r o d u c t i o n  a n d  i n j e c t i o n
PARAMETERS*****




5 QT(IQ(I) ,JQ(I),K) = Q(I,K)











WRITE (IOUT, 705) 
WRITE(IOUT,725)PHIB,DX,DY,DZ 
WRITE (IOUT,710)OOIP, WOIP 
WRITE (IOUT,705)














TIME = 0.0 
TP = 0
PRES = PINIT 
WSAT = SWI 
CUMO = 0.0 
CUMW = 0.0 
CUMI = 0.0 
MBERW = 0.0 
MBERO = 0.0 
IMBERW = 0.0 
IMBERO = 0.0 
TOTRES = 0.0 
OIP = OOIP 
WIP = WOIP 














































c  *****t i m e  STEP SELECTOR*'****
IF(TSS.EQ.2)GO TO 340 
GO TO 345 
340 NM AX = NT1+NT2+NT3+NMAX  
345 DO 25 N=1,NMAX,2
C *****oDD TIME STEPS*****
IF(TSS.EQ.2)GO TO 360 
GO TO 395 
360 IF(TIME+.005-T3)365,370,370
365 IF(TIME+.005-T2)375,380,380
375 IF (TIME+.005-T1)385,390,390 
385 DT = DTI 
GO TO 395 
390 DT = DT2 
GO TO 395 
380 DT = DT3 
GO TO 395 
370 DT = DT4 
395 CONTINUE
TIME = TIME + DT
DO 30 K=1,PT 
IF(TIME-T(K))35,35,30 
30 TP = K 
35 CONTINUE
QOIL = 0.0 




DO 40 I=1,IMAX 
DO 40 J=1 JMAX
A(IJ) = BW(I,J)/BO(I,J)
IF(SW(I,J)+SOR-l.0)41,41,42
41 PC(I,J) = X2 - SW(I,J) * XI
GO TO 43




951 PC(I,J) = XI * 100000 * SWR + 1.6 - (XI * 100000 *
+ SW(I,J))
952 CONTINUE
MO = XKRO*( ABS(1-SW (I,J)-SOR))**NO /  VISO 
MW = XKRW*(ABS(SW(I,J)-SWR))**NW/VISW
MOB = MO /  BO(I,J)
MWB = MW /  BW(I,J)
TOX(I,J) = XK*MOB 
TOY (I,J) = YK*MOB 
TWX(I,J) = XK*MWB 
TWY(I,J) = YK*MWB
C *****PRODUCTION A N D  INJECTION*****
IF(QT(I,J,TP))45,50,55 
45 QHAT(I,J) = QT(I,J,TP) * (MW + MO) /  (MO + MW /  
+ A(I,J))
QW(I,J) = QT(I,J,TP) * MWB /  (MOB + MWB) 
QO(I,J) = QT(I,J,TP) * MOB /  (MOB + MWB)
QWAT = QWAT + QW(I,J)
QOIL = QOIL + QO(I,J)
GO TO 40 
50 QHAT(I,J) = 0.0 
QW(I,J) = 0.0 
QO(I,J) = 0.0
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GO TO 40 
55 QHAT(IJ) = A(I,J) * QT(I,J,TP)
QW(IJ) = QT(I,J,TP)
QI = QW(IJ)
QINJ = QINJ + QI
40 CONTINUE
C *****d e TERMINE UPSTREAM5*’****
DO 60 I=1,IMAX-1 
DO 60 J=1,JMAX
IF(P(I+1J)-P(I,J))60,60,65 
65 TOX(I,J) -  TOX(I+l ,J)
TWX(I,J) = TWX(I+1,J)
60 CONTINUE
DO 70 J=1,JMAX-1 
DO 70 I=1,IMAX
IF(P(IJ+1)-P(I,J))70,70,75 
75 TOY (I ,J) = TOY(I,J+l)
TWY(IJ) = TWY(I,J+1)
70 CONTINUE
C *****CALCULATE COEFFICIENT MATRIX*****
DO 90 I=1,IMAX 
DO 90 J=1,JMAX
B(IJ) = A(I,J)*TWY(I,J-1) + TOY(IJ-l)
D(IJ) = A(I,J)*TWX(I-1,J) + TOX(I-l,J)
F(I,J) = A(I,J)*TWX(I,J) + TOX(IJ)
H(IJ) = A(I,J)*TWY (I J) + TOY (I ,J)
90 CONTINUE
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DO 95 I=1,IMAX 
B(I,1) = 0.0 
H0JM AX) = 0.0 
TOY(I,0) = 0.0 
TOY(IJMAX) = 0.0 
TWY(IJMAX) = 0.0 
TWYaO) = 0.0 
95 CONTINUE
DO 100 J=1,JMAX 
D(1 J) = 0.0 
F(IMAXJ) = 0.0 
TOX(OJ) = 0.0 
TOX(IMAXJ) = 0.0 
TWX(IMAXJ) = 0.0 
TWX(0,J) = 0.0 
100 CONTINUE




Ra,J) = -(TOX(IJ)*(PC(I+l J)-PC(IJ))-TOX(I-l J)
+ *(PC(IJ)-PC(I-lJ))+TOY(IJ)*(PC(IJ+l)
+ -PC(I J))-TOY (I J -l )*(PC(I J)-PC(I J - l ))
+ +QHAT(IJ))
RE(IJ) = VR*PHiaj)*(CPHI+SWaj)*CW+(l-SWaj))*CO) 
+ /D T /B O dJ)
105 CONTINUE
C »**»*CALCULATE PRESSURES*****
DO 110 I=1JMAX;2 
DO 110 J=1,JMAX,2
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DO 115 I=2,IMAX,2 
DO 115 J=2,JMAX,2
P(I ,J) = (B(IJ)*P(IJ-1)4U(IJ)*P(I-1J)+(E(IJ) 
+ +RE(I,J))*P(I,J)+F(I,J)*P(I+1,J)
+ +H(I,J) *P (I, J+l )-R(I,J)) /  RE (I, J)
115 CONTINUE





























P d j) = (B dj)*P d ,j-i)+ D dj)*P d-ij)
+ +RE(IJ)^POLD(I/J)+F(I/J)*P(I+l/J)






+ +H dj)*Pd j+ D -R d j))  /  (REdj)-Ed j))
1125 CONTINUE
1100 CONTINUE
AKTHUB L A K E S U B R A B Y _
COLORADO SCHOOL of JONES  
COT .DSN COLOBADO 80401
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C *****END PRESSURE ITERATIONS*****
PRES = 0.0 
SAT = 0.0
C *****SATURATION EQUATION*****
DO 130 I=I,IMAX 
DO 130 J=1 JMAX
PHIO = PHI(IJ)
BWO = BW(IJ)
PHI(IJ) = PHIB * (1 + CPHI * (P(IJ)-PB))
BW(I,J) = BWB * (1 - CW * (P(IJ) - PB))





+ +(VR*PHIO*SW(I J) /  DT /  BWO))
PRES = PRES + P(I,J)
SAT = SAT + SW(IJ)
130 CONTINUE
WSAT = SAT /IM AX/JM AX  
PRES = PRES /  IM AX /  JMAX 
CUMO = CUMO + DT * QOIL /1 000 
CUMW = CUMW + DT * Q W A T /1000 
CUMI = CUMI + DT * QINJ/1000






STWIP = STWIP + VR*SW(I, J) *PHId,J) /  BW (I, J)
STOIP = STOIP + VR*(1 - SW(I/J))5fPHI(I,J) /  BO(I,J)
135 CONTINUE
OIP = STOIP /  1000 
WIP = STWIP /  1000
MBERWO = MBERW 
IF(ABS(CUMWAT).LE.0.0001)GO TO 145 
140 MBERW = 1.0+(WOIP - WIP)/CUMWAT  
GO TO 150 
145 MBERW = 0.0 
MBERWO = 0.0 
150 CONTINUE
IMBERW = MBERW - MBERWO
MBEROO = MBERO 
IF(ABS(CUMO).LE.0.0001)GO TO 160 
155 MBERO = 1.0+(OOIP - OIP)/CUMO  
GO TO 165 
160 MBERO = 0.0 
MBEROO = 0.0
165 CONTINUE
IMBERO = MBERO - MBEROO
IF(ABS(IMBERO)+ABS(IMBERW)-.0001)166,167,167 
167 WRITE(IOUT,840)N,TIME,MBERO,IMBERO,MBERW,IMBERW
166 IF(N.EQ.NWRIT)GO TO 170 
GO TO 175
170 TOTRES = 0.0




+ -R d jM (R E a j)-E d j)m ij))
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NWRIT = N  + RITE
175 IF(N.EQ.NMAX)GO TO 190
C *****EVEN TIME STEPS*****
IF(TSS.EQ.2)GO TO 400 




425 DT = DTI 
GO TO 435 
430 DT = DT2 
GO TO 435 
420 DT = DT3 
GO TO 435 
410 DT = DT4 
435 CONTINUE
TIME = TIME + DT 
N N  = N  + 1
DO 195 K=1,PT 
IF(TIME-T(K))200,200,195 




QWAT = 0.0 
QINJ = 0.0
c  ‘ “ “ CALCULATE VARIABLES*****
DO 205 I=1,IMAX 
DO 205 J=1 JMAX
A(IJ) = BW(IJ)/BO(IJ)
IF(SW(IJ)+SOR-l. 0)201,201,202
201 PC(I,J) = X2 - SW(I,J) * XI 
GO TO 203




953 PC(I,J) = XI * 100000 * SWR + 1.6 - (XI * 100000 *
+ SW(I,J))
954 CONTINUE
MO = XKRO*(ABS(l-SW(I,J)-SOR))**NO/VISO 
MW = XKRW*(ABS(SW(I,J)-SWR))**NW/VISW
MOB = MO /  BO(I,J)
MWB = MW /  BW(I,J)
TOX(I,J) = XK*MOB 
TOY(IJ) = YK*MOB 
TWX(I,J) = XK*MWB 
TWY(I,J) = YK*MWB
C “ “ ‘PRODUCTION A N D  INJECTION*****
IF(QT(I,J,TP))210,215,220 
210 QHAT(IJ) = QT(I,J,TP) * (MW + MO) /  (MO + MW /  
+ A(I,J))
QW(I,J) = QT(I,J,TP) * MWB /  (MOB + MWB) 
QO(I,J) = QT(I,J,TP) * MOB /  (MOB + MWB)
QWAT = QWAT + QW(I,J)
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QOIL = QOIL + QCXIJ)
GO TO 205 
215 QHAT(IJ) = 0.0 
QW(I,J) = 0.0 
QO(IJ) = 0.0 
GO TO 205 
220 QHAT(I,J) = A(IJ) * QT(I,J,TP)
QW(IJ) = QTCLLTP)
QI = QW(IJ)
QINJ = QINJ + QI
205 CONTINUE
C *****DETERMINE UPSTREAM*****
DO 225 1=1 JMAX-1 
DO 225 J=1 JMAX 
IF(P(I+1J)-P(IJ))225,225,230 
230 TOX(IJ) = TOX(I+l J)
TWX(IJ) = TWX(I+1 J)
225 CONTINUE
DO 235 J=1,JMAX-1 
DO 235 1=1JMAX 
IF(P(I J+ l )-P(I J))235,235,240 
240 TOY(IJ) = TOY(IJ+l)
TWY(IJ) = TWY(IJ+1)
235 CONTINUE
C *****CALCULATE COEFFICIENT MATRIX*****
DO 245 1=1JMAX 
DO 245 J=1 JMAX
B(IJ) = A C iD nW Y dJ-l) + TOY(IJ-l)
D(IJ) = A(IJ)*TWX(I-1 J) + TOX(I-IJ)
F(IJ) = ACLpnWXdJ) + TOXdJ)
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H(IJ) = A(IJ)*TWY(IJ) + TOY(IJ)
245 CONTINUE
DO 250 I=1,IMAX 
B(I,1) = 0.0 
H(IJMAX) = 0.0 
TOY(I,0) = 0.0 
TOY(IJMAX) = 0.0 
TWY(IJMAX) = 0.0 
TWY(I,0) = 0.0 
250 CONTINUE
DO 255 J=1 JMAX 
D(1 J) = 0.0 
F(IMAXJ) = 0.0 
TOX(OJ) = 0.0 
TOX(IMAXJ) = 0.0 
TWX(IMAXJ) = 0.0 
TWX(OJ) = 0.0 
255 CONTINUE
DO 260 I=1,IMAX 
DO 260 J=1 JMAX
POLD(IJ) = P(IJ)
E(IJ) = -(B(IJ)+D(IJ)+F(IJ)+H(IJ))









DO 265 I=1,IMAX,2 
DO 265 J=2JMAX,2




DO 270 I=2,IMAX,2 
DO 270 J=1 JMAX,2




DO 275 1=1 JMAX,2 
DO 275 J=1 ,JMAX,2
P d j) = (B d jm ij - i )+ D d j )* P d - ij )
+ + R E d j m i/p + F d j)*P d + ij)
+ +HdJ)*PdJ+l)-R(IJ))/(RE(IJ)-E(IJ))
275 CONTINUE
DO 280 I=2,IMAX,2 
DO 280 J=2,JMAX,2




c  *****p r e s s u r e  i t e r a t i o n s *****
















DO 1210 I= l/IMAX/2 
DO 1210 J=1 ,JMAX,2
P d j)  = ( B d j m i j - D + D a j m i - i j )  
+RE(I/J)sfPOLD(IJ)+F(I,J)’fP(I+l,J) 
+H(I J) *Pd J + l) -R(I, J)) /  (RE (I, J)-E (I ,J))
CONTINUE
DO 1215 I=2,IMAX,2 
DO 1215 J=2,JMAX,2
P(I,J) = (BdJ)*PdJ-D+DdJ)*Pd-lJ) 
+RE(IJ)*POLD(I,J)+F(I,J)*P(I+lJ) 
+Hd J) *P (I, J+1) -R(I, J)) /  (RE (I, J)-E (I, J))
CONTINUE
DO 1220 I=1,IMAX,2 
DO 1220 J=2,JMAX,2
P d j) = (BdJ)*PdJ-l)+DdJ)*Pd-lJ)
+RE (I, J) *POLDd ,J)+F (I ,J) *P d+1 J) 
+Hd,J)’frP(IJ+l)-R(I,J))/(RE(IJ)-Ed,J))
CONTINUE
DO 1225 I=2JMAX,2 
DO 1225 J=1 JMAX,2







SAT = 0.0 
PRES = 0.0
C ♦"■‘♦‘SATURATION EQUATION"**""




PHI(I,J) = PHIB " (1 + CPHI * (P(IJ)-PB))




+ +TWY (I,J)*(P(I,J+1 )-P(I,J))-TWY (I J -l)
+ "(P(I J)-P(IJ-1 ))+QW (I ,J)
+ +(VR"PHIO*SW(IJ)/DT/BWO))
PRES = PRES + P(I,J)
SAT = SAT + SW(IJ)
285 CONTINUE
CUMO = CUMO + DT » QOIL/IOOO 
CUMW = CUMW + DT " Q W A T /1000 
CUMI = CUMI + DT » Q INJ/1000 
PRES = PRES/IMAX/JMAX  
WSAT = SAT /  IM AX /  JMAX




DO 290 J=1 JMAX
STWIP = STWIP + VR*SW(IJ)"PHI(IJ)/BW(IJ)
STOIP = STOIP + VR"(1 - SW(IJ))"PHI(IJ)/BO(IJ)
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290 CONTINUE
OIP = STOIP /  1000 
WIP = STWIP /  1000
MBERWO = MBERW 
IF(ABS(CUMWAT).LE.0.0001)GO TO 300 
295 MBERW = 1.0+(WOIP - WIP)/CUMWAT  
GO TO 305 
300 MBERW = 0.0 
MBERWO = 0.0 
305 CONTINUE
IMBERW = MBERW - MBERWO
MBEROO = MBERO 
IF(ABS(CUMO).LE.0.0001)GO TO 315 
310 MBERO = l.O+COOIP - OIP)/CUMO  
GO TO 320 
315 MBERO = 0.0 
MBEROO = 0.0
320 CONTINUE
IMBERO = MBERO - MBEROO
IF(ABS(IMBERO)+ABS(IMBERW)-.0001 >321,322,322 
322 WRITE(IOUT,840)NN,TIME,MBERO,IMBERO,MBERW,IMBERW
321 IF(NN.EQ.NWRIT)GO TO 325 
GO TO 25
325 TOTRES = 0.0
DO 1122 I=1,IMAX 
DO 1122 J=1 JMAX
r e s  = B d jm ij- i)+ D d j)* P d - ij )+ R E d j)
+ *poL D dj)+ F d ,j)*P d + ij)+ H dj)*P dj+ i)
+ -RdJ)-((REdJ)-Ed,J)m i,J»




















































700 FORMATC RESERVOIR SIMULATION ')
755 FORMAT(I13,' ,',I2,F9.0)
750 FORMATC WELL ( I , J) RATE ')
745 FORMATC RATE CHANGE',13/ TIME =’,F8.2/ DAYS')
740 FORMATC PRODUCTION RATES (STBOPD)')
735 FORMATC NUMBER WELLS =',13/ NUMBER RATE CHANGES 
+ =',I3)
720 FORMATC PERM X =',F7.2,’ mD PERM Y =',F7.2)
725 FORMATC POROSITY =',F4.2/ DX =’,F7.2/ FT DY
+ =',F7.2/ FT DZ =',F7.2,’ FT')
710 FORMATC STOOIP =’,F12.3/MSTBO STWOIP
+ =',F12.3/ MSTBW')
715 FORMATC MOBILITY RATIO =',F7.2/ DT = ',F7.3/
+ DAYS')




760 FORMATC TIME =',F12.3,’ DAYS TIME STEP =’,16/
+ DT =’,F7.3,' DAYS')
765 FORMATC CUM =',F8.3/ MSTBO CUM
+ =',F8.3/ MBW’)
925 FORMATC INJ RATE =',F8.1,' BWPD')
810 FORMATC OIL RATE =',F8.1,' STBOPD WATER RATE
T-3825 115
+ =',F8.1,' BWPD')
930 FORMATO CUM =',F8.3,’ MBW')
805 FORMATO STOIP =',F8.3/ MSTBO STWIP =’,F8.3,'
+ MSTBW')
905 FORMATO MATERIAL BALANCE ERRORS')
906 FORMATO RESIDUAL =’̂ 1 0 .5 / STBPD')
770 FORMATO CUM OIL =',F10.5/ CUM WATER =’,FI 0.5) 
900 FORMATO TS OIL =',F10.5/ TS WATER =',F10.5)
775 FORMATO PRESS AVE =',F9.3,' PSIA WATER SAT AVE 
+ =',F7.3)









840 FORMATO TS =’,15/ TIME =’,F8.2,' MBERO',2F9.5/
+ MBERW',2F9.5)
END
